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About This Game

There are no rules - only the need to win, you can create any chaos.

* Online Mode - play with your friends
* Open world - mean full open, explore it

* Over 30 different cars - available
* Many racing with weapons

* Bonuses - rockets, mines, bullet
* Different weather conditions

* Advanced Car destruction
* Angry bots

* Crazzy Russian cars

game still in development! New features coming soon
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Title: MadOut2 BigCityOnline
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
MadOut Games
Publisher:
MadOut Games
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2 Core

Memory: 2000 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8600, Intel HD 3000

Storage: 1000 MB available space

English,Russian
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Still has alot of bugs (basic map bugs even...) maybe add more types of cars and please oh please fix the armored car getting
health damage... And fix the silly spelling mistakes, otherwise its a really good game.. Quite a cheesy yet interesting game i do
like the physics , it looks like one of those android games you can get on google play but i do enjoy it , its very cheap as well

pros: Arcade Style racing game very easy it feels familiar in handelling
it has numerous modes 4 distinct modes, Death race, Normal 1 lap race or sprint, and time attack, and missions marked by the
big M for mackster
Open world and you can get vehicles off the streets or you can buy some right at the far end of the map
good graphics for unity and an indy developer
feels like my gmod sandbox partially
Love the ai perfectly programmed to mimic russias driving habits i find it quite funny.
any car you have nicked and you like it can be saved in the garage
hint there is a supercar hidden in the game that can spawn in the streets thats the best car in the game so far.

Quirkiness: It has badly translated russian to english if the devs want a guy to fix the ui i could so it says good english.

overall:

I am overall impressed that madout city done by a small team or one dev has been done very well I commend the person who
has done madout city cheap and Fun
i expect to have hours of fun on this and its low on hdd space as well only 133 mb

Future development for devs take note

Multiplayer,(recommended but hosted on steam multiplayer servers)
More Garages to Repair your vehicle spray your vehicle etc
prehaps release some performance shops to futhure enhance your cars modified and unmodified
i would like to extreme tune the lada 2101
More customization for vehicles start off with a range of spoilers at the bodyshop
The garage you start with needs improvement and rear wall at the garage with a hole for your player to go in and then grab your
car

Your unique car liveries need to save when you right click and click car_paint because everytime i save it and get it repaired it
reverts back to the old livery.(well i did get the supercar which is already tuned)
if performance upgrades where released to make your car go faster i would so be nicking that lada in game the lada 2101 and
fully tune it with performance upgrades
needs some hardbass like a true slav.

for people reading my review: Go buy it and see for yourself guys and gals its actually worth it

UPDATE2018: The Cars are Now customizable And a hellla alot of fun Made it 10x As playable and worth it havent seen the
performence upgrades yet but I will look into it the game has gone from good to much better keeping it installed ready for use
The devs Listened and i am Increasingly happy with there product. Contains spelling mistakes graphics look A LOT better in
video and no sensitivity adjustment.. its wasn"t fun for me :( 190+bath :( not much challenge and not much interesting :(. THIS
GAME IS CRAP, DO NOT BUY!!!!!!!!!! I DONT KNOW WHY THEY MADE THIS. THE GAME IS SO SENSITIVE TO
MOTION, AND PINCHING IS LIKE PETING ON THIS "GAME". I cant seem to invert the y axis on the Xbox controller
sounds are strange movement of character needs a lot of work.
I enjoy the game so far driving is the best part. I hope a lot of work is going to be done to improve this game.. is there a way i
can get my money back cuz i had to buy the game and when i got the game it was not even online
the name did not even have online in it it was just madout bigcity i played the game for a bit then i got bored but i could not
refund so i and to keep it but its free now like cmon i paid for it and now people can just downloading whenever. what im trying
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to say is it would be nice if i can get my money back. \u0418\u0433\u0440\u0430 \u043d\u043e\u0440\u043c
\u0434\u043b\u044f \u0417\u0411\u0422. I think this is a very cheap and this game is very good for its price. This game is a
very good russian simulator or maybe a russian Grand theft auto. Buy it if you dont know what do you want to buy. this is a very
good but a littlebit stupid but good graphics, and good cars: lada, mtz more.

BUY IT!

For developers: give guns to this game (FPS guns, to the character like an fps shooter) If you guys put weapons to this game, this
is going to be AWESOME!!!!!
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This game wasn't even a finished. I spent $10 on this and I am outraged. MadOut2 BigCityOnline is worse off than most poorly
developed free to play games on the google play store. I wish that I knew how to get a refund when I got this game because now
it has reached the limit on how long I can own the game before I no longer have the ability to refund the game. YOOO I
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665NG LOVE THIS GAME!!! IM GONNA GET READY TO DO A LETS PLAY ON THIS
GAME!!!
SAD THING THO... I CANT RUN THE ULTRA MAX GRAPHICS BUT IF I COULD I WOULD!!! I REALLY DONT
HAVE A GAMING PC... BUT ITS WHATEVER...

FEEL FREE TO WATCH!! MY YOUTUBE IS DDG 28!!!
I WOULD LOVE TO TELL YOU GREAT FEED BACK OFF OF THIS GAME!!!

edit:do you guys think you can add maybe a drift mode by any chance?? if you can, this game will be the next big open world
rpg racing game ever!!!

right now... you guys are killing this!!! keep it up my dudes!!!

ALSO I CANT WAIT FOR THE NEXT UPDATES!!! MUCH LOVE GUYS!!!

BTW, THIS HAS TO BE YOUR BEST REVIEW FOR THIS GAME!!!. This game has potential, and can be a little fun. But it
should not be sold the way it is. The price they are asking is ludicrous. The game is completely unfinished, the controls are
buggy with an xbox one controller and there are menu bugs that make it really difficult to remap the keys. The game should be
sold as an early pre release title either for free or for a couple bucks, nothing more. It's a blatant money grab to ask 25 dollars
for a game like this that is the quality of a free mobile game. Even on sale for 17.49 there is no justification for that price. I'm
not saying the devs can't turn this into a nice product, in fact the recent update added A LOT to the game but right now is far
from the time to sell it as a finished product let alone for this insane price.. funny\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
Wow a beautiful GTA like game for iOS and Android, what?!?! Wait its on steam too?! Even Better! I was wrong. Sure the
game is fun on mobile devices, but thats because the game is actually easy to pick up off the App Store (thats right guys, its free
on mobile!). But really $25 on steam? Nothing but an easy cash grab for you guys huh? The game doesn't even support
crossplatform play. So once you spend the $25 make notes saying that you will only see about 7 people. Due to its high price
range you wont be seeing much players on multiplayer (lets be real the game doesn't even have a story mode so whos going to
play single player anyways?). Its sad that you have a top of the notch price, but the game isnt even premium built (more as an
early access stage). I cant say the same thing for mobile because its actually free and HAS players. Please do not waste your time
on this purchase until the price drops or it becomes free. At this rate I should even be refunding the game but I do see potential
(from playing the mobile version), so just keep the $25 I gave you. But this will be a thumbs down until you make the game cost
less or actually free so we can have a full game.
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